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PREFACE 
The process which has led to this book was sparked off by the discovery in a 
seminar at the Institute of Development Studies at the Universi ty of Sussex 
that in both nor thern Nigeria and a part of Bangladesh there was a peak in 
births in the late wet season. This led organisers and part icipants to examine 
the ramifications of tropical seasonality, paying particular attention to inter-
relationships among various disciplines —geography, economics, sociology, 
medicine, nutri t ion and demography, to mention but some. T h e Conference 
on Seasonal Dimensions to Rura l Poverty which followed was organised 
jointly by Robert Chamber s and Richard Longhurst of IDS and by David 
Bradley and Richard Feachem of the Ross Institute of Tropical Hygiene, Lon-
don School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. T h e conference was financed 
by IDS, and held f rom 4-7 Ju ly 1978. 
This book is based on the conference papers and discussions, but it is not 
a conventional conference volume. Arnold Pacey worked out a logical 
framework, reflected in his schematic d iagram (page 7). With the generous 
consent of contributors, he did the major work of shortening, editing, and 
organising the papers into coherent chapters, with the other two editors under-
taking the later stages. T h e final chapter includes practical implications con-
tributed by the editors and by many others who have corresponded f rom dif-
ferent parts of the world. Elsewhere in the book, sections for which no author 
is cited are the joint responsibility of the editors. 
In summary , the findings of the conference and its follow-up suggest that 
most of the very poor people in the world live in tropical areas with marked 
wet and dry seasons. Especially for the poorer people, women and children, 
the wet season before the harvest is usually the most critical t ime of year. At 
that time adverse factors often overlap and interact: food is short and food 
prices high; physical energy is needed for agricultural work; sickness is 
prevalent, especially malaria, diarrhoea and skin infections; child care, family 
hygiene, and cooking are neglected by women overburdened with work; and 
late pregnancy is common, with births peaking near harvest. This is a time of 
year marked by loss of body weight, low birth weights, high neonatal mortal-
ity, malnutr i t ion, and indebtedness. It is the hungry season and the sick 
season. It is the time of year when poor people are at their poorest and most 
vulnerable to becoming poorer. 
Some of these points, and others in this book, are almost embarrassingly ob-
vious; and some are surprising. Rura l people have always known about the 
seasons, but planners and policy-makers have difficulty grasping their full 
significance. Urban-based professionals travel less dur ing the rains and so 
underperceive adverse seasonality. In addition, specialisation makes it dif-
ficult for professionals to see the seasonal linkages between food, energy, mor-
bidity, malnutr i t ion, indebtedness, dependence, exploitation, and poverty. 
xv 
Preface 
It is difficult to find any aspect of rural life in the tropical third world which 
is not touched by seasonality. In consequence, any attempt to come to terms 
with it involves many disciplines. Lip-service to multidisciplinarity is easy, but 
to bring many professions together invites the mutual incomprehension of a 
Tower of Babel. One good thing about tropical seasonality is the common 
framework it provides for different disciplines and professions, making com-
munication simpler and new insights more likely. We hope that readers will 
not limit themselves to what they find more familiar but will launch out into 
domains other than their own and share the excitement of finding cross-
disciplinary linkages, many of which have taken us by surprise, and many of 
which no doubt remain to be uncovered. 
We hope, too, that this is only a beginning. Many research questions and 
practical implications are suggested by seasonal analysis. Perhaps all rural 
research and all rural planning should have a seasonal dimension; perhaps 
counter-seasonality— offsetting biases against seeing the hungry and sick seasons, 
and then offsetting adverse seasonality itself—should be in the minds of all 
who are concerned with rural poverty and rural development. 
Many people have contributed to the development of this book. The earlier 
work of Susan Schofield on seasonal nutrition has been a recurrent point of 
reference and source of ideas. Those who presented the case studies —from 
Gambia , Mali, northern Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania , Tamil Nadu and 
Bangladesh —are named in the text. Others have contributed special studies. 
The research on the seasonality of births and deaths was carried out by the 
Centre of Population Studies at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine. The families and friends of contributors and editors have suffered 
in silence or otherwise. Many at IDS have helped, not least with tolerance. 
Philippa Baxter, Teresa Dearlove, Lyn Gorman and Ann Segrave have given 
administrative and technical advice and support. Anita Hall organised the 
original conference and made it a pleasure. Pauline Cherry drew the 
diagrams, and Christopher Heaps most of the maps. Above all, we want to 
thank Susan Saunders. She played a major part in preparing the conference, 
managed the follow-up to it, and typed, checked and organised the final 
manuscript, and all this with a calm, good humour and accuracy which we can 
only envy and admire. 
Robert Chambers Richard Longhurst 
Figure 1.1 has been redrawn from a map in K. Nieuwolt Tropical Climatology and is reproduced by 




I settled down in the village on Augus t 28 last year bu t by mid 
September I had already learned of the h a r d days of the 'enzala ' , i .e. 
hunger or famine which annual ly occurs be tween Feb rua ry and M a y . 
The food grains harvested in D e c e m b e r have r u n out and the next 
harvest begins in M a y . It is certainly a t ragedy that off icialdom (e.g. 
agricultural reports , etc.) say no th ing about this a n n u a l plight. But this 
is a fact which everyone in the village knows . . . . I canno t forget how on 
two different occasions on exchanging greet ings as I a r r ived to carry out 
interviews the w o m e n in fo rmed m e that they had not ea ten any th ing for 
three days. 
( Joseph Ssennyonga , descr ib ing research 
in western K e n y a : Ssennyonga , 1976, p. l l n ) 
Explaining rural poverty 
T h e extent of rura l poverty needs no e labora t ion . W h a t has pe rhaps been 
new over the past few years has been the increas ing concern with the poorer 
rural people. It is notor ious that the poorer ma jo r i ty of ru ra l people in third 
world countr ies have not shared propor t ionate ly in the frui ts of economic 
growth —that they have usually benef i ted ra ther little, or not at all, or become 
worse off. T h e explanat ions are m a n y . R u r a l poverty is variously and to vary-
ing degrees a t t r ibu ted to a con t inu ing condi t ion of u n d e v e l o p m e n t ; to an ac-
tive process of unde rdeve lopmen t and the extract ion and t ransfe r of surplus 
through colonialism, neo-colonial ism and the forces of capital ism and unequa l 
exchange; to ill-health and poor nut r i t ion; to war ; to na tu ra l disasters; to 
famines; to popula t ion growth and its pressure on resources; to degrada t ion of 
the env i ronmen t ; to the impact of inappropr ia te capi tal- intensive technology; 
and to the fai lure of gove rnmen t services to provide for basic needs. O t h e r fac-
tors ment ioned are the ' talents effect' (Pearse , 1977) —the tendency for those 
who are relatively bet ter off and more powerful in ru ra l areas to cap tu re the 
benefits of p r o g r a m m e s and to accumula te wealth; and the exploitat ion of 
rural areas and people by u r b a n areas and people (L ip ton , 1977). T h e r e are 
many persuasive explanat ions , and m a n y var ian ts of them. O n e may 
reasonably conclude that there are m a n y forces which act and interact to sus-
tain, deepen and extend rura l poverty . 
C o m p a r e d with these explanat ions , ra ther little a t ten t ion has been paid to 
tropical wet-dry seasonali ty. C l imate has been out of fashion as an explanat ion 
of poverty; bu t the location of r icher countr ies in t empera te lat i tudes and 
poorer countr ies in the tropics is so marked that cl imatic factors cannot lightly 
be dismissed, whe ther they a re fashionable or not . O n e possibility is that 
climatic inf luences have been underes t imated because of a fai lure to see that 
1 
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seasonally adverse factors interact and reinforce each other at certain times of 
the year. Tropical seasonality tends to be overlooked anyway; and where it is 
noticed, it is usually along a single disciplinary dimension. It is only rarely (as 
for example in Haswell, 1975, Schofield, 1974) that the interactions of multi-
ple seasonal adversities (medical, nutritional, agricultural, family, economic, 
social, and so on) have been analysed. 
Against this background, we can ask: 
(1) are there reasons why tropical seasonality should tend to be overlooked? 
(2) what linkages are there between concurrent seasonal stresses and adver-
sities? 
(3) what seasonal factors matter—when, where, how much, and to whom? 
(4) does seasonality make some people poor and keep them poor? 
(5) what practical measures does seasonal analysis suggest? 
This book seeks to open up discussion of topics such as these, to present 
some of the relevant research that has been done in Africa and South Asia, and 
to assess the implications. 
Two caveats are in order. First, a seasonal perspective does not necessarily 
imply an explanation of rural poverty with some sort of causal primacy. This 
is simply one mode of analysis among many, but one which has been 
neglected. Second, there is no intention to draw attention away from other ex-
planations. Self-critical introspection is often uncomfortable but salutary. To 
the extent that observers have vested interests in rural poverty, they may 
prefer explanations or modes of analysis which do not threaten those interests. 
Some from rich countries may prefer to find explanations in, say, population 
pressure on resources rather than in low commodity prices; and some from ur-
ban sectors in third world countries may prefer to find explanations in unequal 
exchange between countries rather than unequal exchange between the urban 
and rural sectors within countries. In adopting a seasonal mode of analysis we 
must be careful that we are not subconsciously attracted by an activity which 
conveniently diverts attention from more painful issues such as these. At the 
same time we may note that thj^re is nothing in a seasonal mode of analysis 
which excludes other explanations listed; to the contrary, it should illuminate 
the manner in which they operate. 
The case for exploring a seasonal mode of analysis rests on two further 
arguments: first, that there are systematic biases against this mode, tending to 
its neglect; and second, that the hypothesis that adverse seasonalities operate 
to keep poor people poor or make them poorer is sufficiently plausible to 
deserve examination. These will be considered in turn. 
Seasonality unobserved 
Rural poverty itself, seasonal or not, tends to be underperceived 
(Chambers, 1980). Reasons for this are that officials, researchers and other 
travellers in rural areas tend to meet the wealthier and more influential peo-
ple; they tend to meet men rather than women; and they often visit or study 
model villages or projects which have received special attention. This 
underperception of poverty is reinforced by four distinct biases which make it 
more difficult to find out what happens to the poor under the adverse condi-
tions of rainy seasons: 
2 
In t roduc t ion 
tarmac bias T h e areas visited du r ing the ra ins tend to be those accessible 
h all-weather roads, especially t a rmac . T h e s e tend to be the more pros-
rous and more densely settled areas closer to u r b a n centres , and less 
exclusively agricul tural and less subject to seasonali ty than those which 
are more remote and ha rde r to reach. O f t e n , too, the bet ter-off people 
have bought u p plots beside t a rmac roads to become a roadside elite 
(Ssennyonga, 1976, pp. 9-10) and built good houses on them, while the 
poorer people who are m o r e vulnerable to seasonal p rob lems have 
shifted back out of sight. 
activity bias. During the rains there is often much activity in the fields. 
This can attract attention away from what goes on in the villages, in the 
houses and huts, where those who are weaker, sicker and shorter of food, 
including women and children, may be found. 
irrigation bias. J o h n Har r i s s (1977, pp. 30ff) has shown for Ind ia for the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, that social science research was concent ra ted 
in the r icher areas with assured i r r igat ion, to the neglect of vast areas 
relying only on rainfall . Indeed , irr igation general ly exercises an at t rac-
tion which d raws to it d ispropor t ionate a t tent ion and research. I r r igated 
agriculture has, of course, its own seasons. But com p a red with ra infed 
agricul ture, in the seasonal wet-dry tropics, it is m o r e reliable, provides 
a steadier supply of crops to cult ivators and work to labourers , and may 
spread the peaks of adverse factors more a r o u n d the year , weaken ing 
their in teract ion. 
dry season bias. Pe rhaps the most significant b ias results f r o m the ten-
dency for ru ra l visits and research to be u n d e r t a k e n in the d ry sea-
sons. (See Append ix for a little verse which touches on this subject . ) 
T h e r e m a y be exceptions with epidemiologists and agricultural is ts 
who have to work d u r i n g the rains. But general ly, officials, experts , re-
searchers a n d professionals of all sorts are restr icted in their travel 
at those t imes. Some areas are officially closed to m o v e m e n t and others 
are inaccessible unless on foot or by horse, hoverc ra f t , hel icopter or air-
craft . In par ts of the South S u d a n , for example , there are mon ths 
every year when the roads have become impassable bu t the rivers are not 
yet high enough for travel by boat . D u r i n g ra ins , the risks of get t ing 
stuck or d a m a g i n g a vehicle are high. A n d rains a n d m u d are physically 
unp leasan t . So research inst i tutes concent ra te their fieldwork in the 
dry season. In a reveal ing sentence, a m a n u a l on assessing rura l needs 
warns abou t the unexpected in rura l surveys and says 'once, the jeeps 
needed for t r anspor t ing the interviewers were recalled for a m o n t h during 
the Jew precious months of the dry season' (Ashe, 1979, p . 26, o u r italics). 
T h e resul t ing d ry season bias gives exaggera ted impress ions of well-
be ing , as with nut r i t ion surveys conducted af ter harves t when food 
is a b u n d a n t . T h e pr ivat ions of the wet hung ry season, the per iod, in 
Ssennyonga 's words , of 'slow and quiet f amine ' (1976, p . 8), go un-
seen. 
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In addition to these specific biases, there is a more general anti-seasonal bias 
in data collection and processing. Much seasonal analysis requires detailed 
year-round data; but these are costly to obtain. They require sustained and 
expensive organisation, especially difficult for academic researchers with 
teaching obligations. But even when year-round data are obtained, they may 
not be processed because both researchers and funds tend to be exhausted once 
fieldwork is over, and because seasonal data are bulky and burdensome if they 
have been well collected. Short surveys are less risky and more digestible and 
lead to earlier and easier consummation. Thus 'one-point' nutrition surveys 
are more common than seasonal all-the-year-round surveys (Schofield, 1974, 
p. 22). With economic data, too, a seasonal breakdown may be all too rare, 
and C. T . Kurien's lament for Tamil Nadu may apply elsewhere: 
T o estimate the percentage of agricultural labourers living below the 
poverty line we need information about man-days worked in a year and 
wage rates. It is impossible to get accurate data relating to these which 
will reflect the wide variety of patterns . . . during different periods of the 
year. (1976, p. 35) 
It is not surprising that a subject should be neglected for which data are 
scarce because they are difficult and laborious to collect and analyse. 
Finally, disciplinary specialisation hinders the understanding of seasonal 
linkages between different factors. There is no discipline, except perhaps 
geography, which could claim competence to explore the links between 
climatic seasons and poverty. But the geographical school which sought expla-
nations of development and undevelopment in terms of climate long since 
ceased to be respectable; and as climate itself has been subjected to 
sophisticated mathematical analysis, geographers and climatologists may have 
been forced to narrow their vision more and more to the physical aspects of 
climate and their measurement and analysis. As for other disciplines, if they 
focus on seasonality, the sustained organisation for data collection and 
processing may make such heavy demands that they have no time or energy 
for considering concerns other than their own. They may then identify some 
seasonal changes which deepen poverty but not explore how these are linked 
with others. An economist may note seasonal fluctuations in wage levels, but 
not in the incidence of malaria. A doctor may observe seasonal patterns of 
morbidity but not of indebtedness. In any case, even without the special dif-
ficulties of seasonal studies, professional brainwashing trains observers in tun-
nel vision. They see those parts of the whole on which they have learnt to 
direct a light but they see them at the cost of a balanced view. Rural people, 
unimpeded by professional blinkers, often see more of the whole. For outside 
professionals to see that whole may require many disciplinary searchlights; 
and these are expensive and difficult to bring together, especially between the 
social sciences and the natural sciences. 
T o the extent that these biases operate, it is not surprising that seasonal 
dimensions to rural poverty should be neglected. 
An initial scenario 
The suggestion that tropical seasonality may reinforce rural poverty can 
most concisely be presented as a composite scenario, in which each statement 
is a hypothesis open to testing. 
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In t roduc t ion 
The scenario starts with a tropical env i ronmen t where a wet season follows a 
season and where cult ivation is pract ised. T o w a r d s the end of the dry 
ason fo°d becomes scarcer, less var ied and more expensive. T h e poor peo-
] who may be landless or have small plots of land, exper ience food shortage 
more acutely than their less poor ne ighbours . Some migra te in search of work 
and food. O the r s unde r t ake non-agr icul tura l activities nea r their homes 
in which the re tu rns to l abour are low. M o r e work is involved in fetching 
water. 
When the ra ins come, land mus t be p repa red , and crops sown, t ransplanted 
and weeded. If an imals are used for p loughing, they are weak af ter the dry 
season. Delays in cult ivation reduce yields. For those with l and , food supplies 
depend on the ability to work or to hire labour at this t ime. For those wi thout 
land work in the ra ins and at harvest of ten provides the highest wages of the 
year. This is the t ime of year when food is most needed for work, bu t it is also 
the hungry season when food is shortest and most expensive . It is, too, a sick 
season when exposure to tropical diseases is at its greatest , when i m m u n i t y is 
low and when w o m e n are most likely to be in late p regnancy . So the ra ins 
bring crisis. Vu lne rab le to h u n g e r , sickness and incapaci ty , poor people are 
undernourished and lose weight. Seasonal stress drives them into debt and 
dependence. T h e knowledge that there will be f u t u r e seasonal crises constra ins 
them to keep on good terms with their pa t rons . T h e y are thus screwed down 
seasonally into subord ina te and dependen t re la t ionships in which they are 
open to exploitat ion. T h e poor are subord ina ted to the less poor and the weak 
to the strong. Stress is passed down to the weakest —women , chi ldren, old peo-
ple and the indigent . Somet imes the screw becomes a ra tchet , an irreversible 
downward m o v e m e n t into deeper poverty as assets are mor tgaged or sold 
without hope of recovery. T h i s is, then , a t ime when poor people are kept poor 
and a time when they become poorer . 
With the harvest things improve . G r a i n prices are lower, a benefi t to those 
who must buy food bu t a d isadvantage to those small f a rmer s who mus t sell 
their crops to repay debts or raise money for ceremonies . Af te r the harvest , 
ceremonies, celebrat ions and mar r iages take place. Body weights recover. T h e 
dry season sets in. A n d then the cycle begins all over again . 
There are dangers in p resen t ing this composi te scenario. First, it is wri t ten 
descriptively bu t each s ta tement is in fact a separate hypothesis which m a y be 
mistaken for a widely established t ru th . An ideal type m a y be created in the 
mind of the reader , with which experience will not fit. M a n y except ions may 
be found, and each env i ronmen t must be analysed separately. 
A second d a n g e r lies in extrapolat ion f r o m si tuat ions of exceptional 
seasonality to rura l areas more generally. Seasonali ty may be most s tudied 
and writ ten about where it is most marked . T h i s book, for example , deals with 
savannah areas in Afr ica and monsoon climates in Asia ra ther than with 
equatorial a reas where seasonal contrasts are less. Wi th in those regions, the 
book takes some hal f -dozen areas for closer examina t ion . These case-study 
areas have been chosen, not only for their seasonal characterist ics bu t also 
because of the availability of da ta . T h i s may seem to have biased the choice 
unduly, but when the dis t r ibut ion of rural popula t ion in the third world 
generally is examined , this appears less dis tor t ing than at first sight. Whi le ex-
act f igures cannot be given, well over half the rura l popula t ion of the third 
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world outside China probably lives in areas characterised by high climatic 
seasonality (ranging from D3 to F5 in the classification presented in Chaptct 
1). Such areas include most of the Indian Subcontinent and much of AfriCa 
south of the Sahara, besides parts of Central and South America and of 
Southeast Asia. After excluding areas of lower seasonality, the affected rural 
population in the Indian Subcontinent alone was over 600 millions in 1980 
and in Sub-Saharan Africa over 200 millions.1 
A third danger in making generalisations about seasonality is that 
agricultural seasonality does not always reflect the seasonality of climate 
because of irrigation. By using stored or non-seasonal water (whether front 
dams, rivers, or the ground) cultivation may be artificially spread more 
around the calendar, bringing new and different flows of food and income, 
labour demands and threats to health. As irrigation spreads, especially in the 
Indian Subcontinent, annual patterns of variation along many dimensions can 
be expected to change. 
An approach for all disciplines 
Seasonal variations occur in most of the human activities and natural pro-
cesses which directly concern rural life. The schematic 'map' of some of the fac-
tors discussed in this book (see Figure 1) illustrates the considerable range of 
elements concerned in this, and some of their linkages. It is evident that many 
disciplines are required for a comprehensive understanding of seasonality as it 
affects rural people. With this in mind, the chapters which follow are orga-
nised to concentrate in turn on climate (Chapter 1), nutrition (Chapter 2), 
agricultural economics (Chapter 3), epidemiology (Chapter 4), and 
demography (Chapter 5). These specialised chapters reveal shared insights 
which later chapters draw together. Thus Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned with 
the welfare of poor rural people and its seasonal variations, Chapter 6 dealing 
with family health and Chapter 7 with social issues. Finally, in Chapter 8, an 
attempt is made to derive the more important practical implications for rural 
development policy and practice. 
T h e experience of the conference which gave rise to this book and of subse-
quent work and correspondence has shown that seasonal analysis has a capac-
ity both to excite intellectually, and to draw together the different professions. 
It provides a frame of questions which specialists can share, and which makes 
it easier to accept and relate to the concerns and findings of other disciplines. 
The divisive effects of professional training and of departmentalism are well 
known, and often give rise to complaints of lack of coordination and lack of 
integration in rural development. Seasonality provides one integrating con-
cept which, as this book seeks to show, makes it easier to understand processes 
in rural environments and in rural life, and easier to see interactions between 
sectors and between programmes. 
The hope is, then, that this book will do three things: first, raise awareness of 
seasonality and of seasonal linkages; second, provide practitioners and re-
searchers of different departments and disciplines with a common frame of ques-
tions, which will draw them together; and third, and above all, help to identify 
feasible measures which will make things less hard for those rural people who, so 
often unseen, suffer seasonal hardship and impoverishment. 
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Figure 1 Schematic 'map' of some of the factors discussed in th is book. 
Chapter 2 is concerned mainly wi th the cycle of food and energy 
relationships marked A', Chapter 3 with the cycle marked 'C',and 
Chapter A wi th 'B'. The overall argument of the book proceeds 
from top le f t to bottom right in i ts general subject matter. 
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Note 
1. These very approx imate est imates have been derived f rom three sources: (1) the map 
presented by Walsh in C h a p t e r 1 below; (2) est imates of world rural populat ion by country i, 
1975, supplied by F A O , and upda ted ; (3) m a p s in Davies (1973). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
8.1 Seasonality In Rural Experience* 
Rober t Chambers , Richard Longhurs t , David Bradley and 
Richard Feachem 
The seasonal dimension 
T h e objectives of rural development are many . T h e definition given by the 
World Bank is 
a strategy designed to improve the economic and social life of a specific 
group of people —the rural poor. It involves extending the benefits of 
development to the poorest among those who seek a livelihood in the 
rural areas. The group includes small-scale farmers, tenants and the 
landless. (World Bank, 1975, p. 3) 
Accepting this definition, analysis of the seasonal experience of rural poverty 
adds an extra dimension and helps clarify objectives. T h u s one major objec-
tive can be seen as enabling poorer rural families to secure adequate stocks 
and flows of food and cash around the whole of the year. T h e n by concentrat ing on 
times of the year when food stocks and cash flows are inadequate , and when 
poor families fall below an acceptable threshold, we may be able to direct at-
tention to more cost-effective interventions. More may be achieved in action 
against poverty by enabling poor families to rise above these thresholds at bad 
times of the year than by trying to generate entirely new year-round 
livelihoods. 
In order to see how this approach might be applied, we will first review con-
clusions f rom earlier chapters about the way seasons affect experience of 
poverty. In regions without marked seasons, the poor may have a hard grind 
all the year round, with no sharp crises, but no let-up either. But where there 
are sharp seasonal contrasts, there are times each year when life is relatively 
easy (usually in the early dry season) and times when the experience of poverty 
reaches crisis point (usually dur ing the rains and u p to the harvest). 
For pastoralists, the seasonal crisis tends to come earlier than for cultivators. 
Dur ing the late dry season, the work involved in drawing water for animals is 
at a peak, but milk supplies are very low. Soon after the rains come there is 
less work and more milk (Swift, Section 3.3; Ndagala , Section 6.6). 
For cultivators, the most critical period begins with the rains. Fu ture food 
supplies and cash income depend upon timely planting of crops. Poorer 
farmers are often delayed by lack of inputs —whether seeds, fertilizers, irriga-
tion water, or draught power. Draught animals, for those farmers who use 
them, are weak after the dry season. Some farmers have to delay preparing 
*Much of this material originally appeared in Discussion Paper 142, Institute of Development 
Studies, University of Sussex. 
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their own fields and planting while they earn some money labouring for 
better-off farmers. For most rural people, heavy and urgent energy demands 
have to be met. Labourers benefit f rom being able to get work, but many peo-
ple are in energy deficit and lose weight (Chapter 2). 
The rainy season is also often the least healthy time of year. Diseases differ 
in their seasonalities, but some of the more serious and debilitating peak dur-
ing or just after the rains (Chapter 4). These often include malaria, diarrhoeal 
diseases (the latter especially where the wet season is also a hot season), 
guinea-worm disease, dengue fever, infections of the skin, and even snake-bite 
(Warrell and Arnett , 1976). This is also a time when the development of 
protein-energy malnutrit ion and perhaps other stresses contribute to low im-
mune response. 
T h e rainy season is a bad time for mothers and children. Anticipating hard 
work, mothers wean their infants or, if they continue to breast-feed, may only 
be able to do so less regularly (Chapters 2 and 6) and less milk may be con-
sumed at each feed (Whitehead et al., 1978). Food preparation becomes more 
hurried and the diet less adequate, varied and nutritious (Schofield, 1974). 
There is more bacterial growth in food left standing in humid conditions (Bar-
rell and Rowland, 1979). Late pregnancy is common and births peak, but 
body weights of mothers and birth weights of babies are both low, and the rate 
of neonatal mortality rises (Chapter 5). Child care is neglected by mothers 
who have to work. Pregnant and lactating women are weakened by disease 
and work, and those in the poorer, smaller families are especially vulnerable 
because of the need to work when work is available; one instance is of a Gam-
bian village where women in the last trimester of pregnancy were observed to 
lose an average of 1-4 kg of weight dur ing the worst month, August 
(Whitehead et al., 1978; see also Figure 6.4 here). 
In highly seasonal conditions of the sort described, being poor means being 
vulnerable, at the end of every dry season, to any lateness or inadequacy of the 
rain; and then, in every wet pre-harvest period, being short of food and being 
forced to obtain it on adverse terms. Food prices are high. Those who are less 
poor have better food stocks and can anyway afford the higher prices. But the 
poorer people are often driven to borrowing under duress or to distress sales. 
They sell or mortgage assets, or their future crops or labour. They eat less 
than they need at this time of hard work, and they lose weight. Any sickness 
has a crippling effect on a family's independence. Poor people are hyper-
vulnerable to contingencies. Before harvest is a time when dependent and 
exploitative relationships are likely to begin and to be reinforced and deep-
ened. 
With harvest, food is abundant . Debts are repaid, but often at high rates of 
interest, especially when the money must be raised by selling food crops when 
the prices are low. But food intake recovers in both quantity and quality. Body 
weights rise, there is less illness and mortality rates decline. There are celebra-
tions and marriages. There is a peak in rates of conception. And then gradu-
ally as the dry season progresses, food becomes scarcer, cash reserves 
diminish, and the cycle begins all over again. 
Case-studies 
In this book, the examples of the case-study areas may help to give clear in-
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dividual pictures of what seasonality may mean and also to show how the 
generalised description of seasonal factors given above has to be modified for 
individual locations. A crude but telling way of summarising findings is by 
means of Tables 8.1 and 8.2 which compare the case-study areas in 
Bangladesh and Gambia . ('Bangladesh', 'Gambia ' and 'northern Nigeria' as 
used below refer only to the case-study areas.) Climatic seasonality is greater 
in Gambia, where there is only one cultivation season, from J u n e to October. 
In Bangladesh this is slightly less marked with a longer, wetter rainy season: 
agricultural seasonality is further reduced by irrigation and high water tables. 
The information that can be summarised in these two tables is obviously 
limited: both tables support the findings of the general scenario but different 
socio-economic conditions lead to qualifications about the distribution of 
seasonal stress. In Gambia , the main farming load is taken by the women who 
grow swamp rice while the men cultivate the less labour-intensive millets. 
However, in Bangladesh, women have less responsibility for field work; in 
many families, their main agricultural work is the post-harvest processing of 
rice. Another contrast is that the rural population of Gambia is still dependent 
on subsistence crops grown on their own land, while in Bangladesh, many of 
the rural poor are landless labourers, dependent on wages and the purchase of 
food. Thus Table 8.2 includes columns representing wages and food (rice) 
prices, factors which have a very strong influence on the plight of the poor in 
Bangladesh. 
It cannot be emphasised too strongly that, notwithstanding the findings 
reported in this book, each environment should be examined independently. 
This will reveal many different patterns and will in time lead to a more subtle 
and varied classification of seasonal types, as can be illustrated by three 
points. 
First, a major qualification to the scenario and generalisations applies in 
much of northern India where there are three main seasons —hot wet, cold 
dry, and hot dry —and where, with irrigation, stresses of heat, work and 
sickness occur together in the hot dry season. 
Second, even where rainfall is bimodal, or where there is more complex 
cropping under irrigation, seasonal peaks and stresses still occur. In the East 
African cases, for example, although bimodal rainfall has smoothing effects, 
there remain marked peaks in labour demand for agriculture. 
Thi rd , despite climatic similarity between Gambia and northern Nigeria, 
there are many differences, attributable to four factors. The first is in the divi-
sion of labour; in rural northern Nigeria the wives of the settled cultivators (of 
child bearing age) are secluded. Men carry out the bulk of the farm work and 
this implies that the energy expenditure of women here is less than that of 
Gambian women. The second difference appears in the energy returns of 
crops: compared with sorghum in northern Nigeria, rice in Gambia probably 
has a far lower ratio of calories gained in the crop yield to calories expended as 
human energy input. Sorghum is grown in Gambia but because of poor soils 
yield only one-third to one-quarter of that grown in the Zaria area. Third, 
northern Nigeria has a shorter period without a staple crop than has Gambia; 
rice also stores less well than sorghum. Finally, farmers in northern Nigeria 
have more opportunities to earn off-farm income than their Gambian counter-
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parts. Overall there appears to be greater food availability in northern Nigeria 
with less of a hungry season than in Gambia, although undoubtedly there are 
still individuals at risk. Greater poverty and seasonality in Gambia appear to 
push people into short-term strategies; in northern Nigeria, despite similar 
problems of labour demand, a better food production position allows more 
room for manoeuvre. 
Qualifications and implications 
While the case-studies confirm that many of the adverse factors initially 
described do indeed operate together in the wet season, at least in the case-
study areas, three qualifications are in order. 
First, care is needed in assessing whether and to what extent seasonality can 
be regarded as a cause of rural poverty. T h e conclusion of this book is that 
seasonality presents contexts which bring poverty to periodic crises. It pro-
vides conditions which enable other forces which create and sustain poverty to 
act more powerfully. There are thus obvious senses in which tropical seasons, 
as described, help to keep poor people poor. One can even go further and sug-
gest that unimodal seasonality may, other things being equal, provide a con-
text in which exploitation of the poorer by the richer is made easier than in 
bimodal or non-seasonal climates. Seasonality here is a cause of poverty in the 
sense that if it were removed, the other forces which create and sustain poverty 
would be less powerful. Reducing or eliminating adverse seasonal effects 
would reduce the vulnerability of poor people, and might strengthen their 
hand. But it would not remove poverty which would continue to be sustained 
by other stronger forces. 
Second, failure of the rains —an irregular occurrence — may be more signifi-
cant than the regular rhythm of the seasons. We have distinguished two types 
of process: first, seasonal 'screws' —seasonal cycles with repeated but usually 
reversible hardship; people are pressed down on a regular basis but the cycle 
allows some recovery. And second, 'ratchets'— more irreversible effects where 
disability or misfortune (such as sickness, flood, famine, pregnancy, or death), 
often linked with erratic climatic occurrences, force a downward shift f rom 
which recovery is much more difficult. Seasonal screws have symptoms such 
as losses of body weight and temporary indebtedness; ratchets, in contrast, 
most commonly take the form of mortgaging or sales of assets —land, 
livestock, trees, jewelry, tools, pots and pans, furni ture, and future crops and 
labour. Screws may lead to ratchets; but ratchets are usually provoked by con-
tingencies such as failures of seasons. 
Thi rd , seasonal stress and crises vary between different social and economic 
groups in the same environment. Some may have access to off-farm or non-
agricultural employment and income sources which will have smoothing ef-
fects on adverse seasonality. Others are affected in different ways by the 
agricultural cycle. The pre-harvest crisis may sometimes be more acute for 
self-provisioning small farm families than for landless labourers. The small 
farm families rely on their harvest for food and income, and may be driven to 
employ labour at a time when they are very short of money. In contrast, 
landless labourers who can get work at this time will, if they are remunerated 
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immediately, have a source of food and/or income. For some of them the 
worst time may be the dry season when there is little work. These examples 
emphasise the dangers of unsubtle generalisation about seasonality, and the 
importance of breaking down the analysis not only by environment and by 
time of year but also by socio-economic group. 
Thus far, the main focus of this book has been on analysis rather than 
policy. But at different points, contributors have pointed to practical implica-
tions, and yet others can be derived. Most of these require implementation by 
government departments or agencies, although non-government agencies also 
have a part to play. It is sobering, then, to start with a sceptical view of the 
capacity of government organisations to implement counter-seasonal pro-
grammes. 
8.2 Government Perceptions and Responses 
Ian Carruthers 
Rural sector problems 
Rural development is inherently difficult to sustain because of the many com-
plex and interacting factors that affect agricultural production. These may be 
categorised as the biological nature of production, the dispersed character and 
small scale of the production units, their peculiar investment requirements, 
the traditional set of institutional arrangements, and in some instances, the 
lack of a well-tested theoretical framework or detailed technical knowledge 
(Barter, 1962). 
The biological nature of the production process is the essence of the 
seasonality issue. Not only does it create difficulties through the periodic 
nature of production and work and the long interval between harvests, but 
these difficulties are added to by climatic irregularities, by insect pests, and by 
the limited life of the products in storage. These biological rhythms can also 
change as technical progress creates new opportunities involving new 
demands for labour or other inputs. For example, in Madhya Pradesh, April-
May is a slack, dry period and the socially accepted period for marriages. But 
new agricultural opportunities relating to well irrigation, kharif cropping, 
weed control and soil conservation are now making this a potentially reward-
ing work period. One wonders what is the lag between discernment of oppor-
tunity and changes in current social customs. 
Considerable though seasonal complexities may be, there are still the 
several other factors to examine. For example, the dispersed nature of production 
units over varying terrain with a varying resource base makes planning dif-
ficult, not least because data are expensive to collect: compare the data prob-
lems from an administrator's viewpoint of five fertilizer factories and 500,000 
small farmers. The smallness of operations creates other problems too —serving 
such farmers via an extension service is costly in relation to the value of their 
production; and they are weak bargainers with government unless there is a 
collective interest and some form of effective, democratic organisation. Yet 
further complications arise f rom institutional factors which include land tenure, 
credit systems, and marketing arrangements. All play crucial roles in influenc-
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ing the relative success of the various possible patterns of production. 
Seasonality, though a prominent factor, is only one dimension among many 
special problems confronting the rural sector. And such is the complexity of 
these many dimensions that only an elaborate form of management can hope 
to succeed in planning and implementing fully comprehensive rural develop-
ment. It may therefore be useful to turn from general areas of government ac-
tion to fairly specific dimensions, such as seasonality, where action should be 
more feasible. 
Inter-seasonal variation 
In this book, the main emphasis has been placed upon seasonal rhythms, 
and the stresses they create. Less emphasis has been placed upon inter-
seasonal variation, although it is this which dominates most farmers' decision-
making. It is the odd season that frustrates public policies for agricultural 
credit, buffer stocks, crop storage, public works and so on. It is the problems 
posed by the 'bad' year that must be solved if regular measures to tackle the 
more regular seasonal strains are to succeed. 
Perhaps the most important prerequisite for coping with the 'bad' year is an 
early warning system. Whether this should come from a scheme based on local 
administrators, from remote sensing techniques, or from some combination, 
is unclear. One valuable practical proposal for an information system to give 
advance warning of drought is Sandford's (1977) study dealing with drought 
and livestock in Botswana. 
What seems certain is that few governments know at an early enough stage 
precisely what are the circumstances in their rural areas. Furthermore, few ad-
ministrations are geared to the flexible action that such information would 
prompt. However, knowledge of impending disaster is only a necessary condi-
tion for avoiding the effects of an extremely poor season. Recent experience in 
Ethiopia and elsewhere suggests that knowledge is not a sufficient condition to 
generate feasible avoiding action or preventive measures. 
Public sector capacity constraints 
It is conceivable that failure to recognise the special nature and needs of the 
rural sector accounts for some of the difficulties highlighted in this book. More 
plausible, perhaps, is that governments lack the capacity to react to the com-
plicated problems presented by agriculture and other activities influenced by 
the seasons. Even without tackling seasonal variations and needs, govern-
ments often face grave difficulties in implementing rural development projects 
and programmes. An indication of the range of obstacles is given by a 
Pakistan Government form (code PC-I I IC) for quarterly reporting which lists 
no less than ninety-five possible bottlenecks. 
I am attracted by the ideas of Ilchman (1972) who vividly illustrates the 
problems of government responding to areas of difficulty such as seasonality 
by an agricultural analogy. He suggests that the public services in India are 
like peasant farmers (p. 226): 
Given the inputs at their disposal and the margin next to which they live, 
they are among the most rational allocators in existence —efficient, 
though not effective; able by one miracle to produce the irreducible 
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min imum; unable, by any technique of social organisation, to raise the 
level of output by more than five or ten per cent. 
If this is the case, recognition by government of seasonal problems is not an 
issue, in that there are no major returns to be expected from government ac-
tion. What is required is rather a massive increase in administrative capacity 
so that relevant programmes and policies can be effectively devised and im-
plemented. What is required, indeed, is 'an administrative equivalent of the 
Green Revolution' (Ilchman, 1972). 
8.3 Practical Implications 
Robert Chambers and Simon Maxwell* 
Counter-seasonal measures 
Seasonal analysis has many practical implications. T o what extent 'an ad-
ministrative equivalent of the green revolution' is needed before they can be 
followed through is open to debate. Many counter-seasonal measures are 
already implemented; some rural administrations have a greater capacity than 
others for implementing them. Administrative capacity itself evolves over 
time, not least in response to the articulation from below of seasonal 
demands —for public works, for health services, for agricultural inputs, for 
credit and so on. The measures outlined below will vary, place by place, in 
their appropriateness and implementability. They are listed here as a start 
with a counter-seasonal repertoire from which practitioners can select to 
match need and opportunity. 
A. The timing of administration 
Seasonal analysis has many implications for the timing of activities in 
government and voluntary agency administration, among which the timing of 
the financial year is one of the most basic. Two common features may be noted. 
First, the release of funds for rural projects and programmes is often delayed 
after the start of the financial year. Second, funds are often exhausted towards 
the end of the financial year. Thus there may be a regular, seasoned financial 
famine for some months on either side of the start of the financial year, and, 
conversely, a regular seasonal period when funds are available. To the extent 
that this occurs, the question is then whether the availability of funds coincides 
with the time of greatest need. 
In agriculture, health and construction, the timing of need is roughly the 
same. In all cases, funds are needed in advance of the rains: in agriculture, to 
enable the timely purchase and supply of inputs and credit before cultivation; 
in health, to make possible the purchase of drugs and their distribution to rural 
areas before the rains; in construction, for the purchase and delivery of 
materials before communications become difficult. There will be other con-
siderations; but to the extent that these points apply, it would seem best if 
•Part B of this paper is by Simon Maxwell; the rest is by Robert Chambers , who wishes to 
acknowledge ideas contributed by the other editors and by many others in discussion and cor-
respondence. 
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financial years began well before the main rainy season. 
Seasonal labour constraints can be eased by deliberate government action, par-
ticularly in adjusting the school term so that children can help at peak periods, 
as with the cotton harvest in Uganda, rice-cultivation on the Mwea Irrigation 
Settlement in Kenya, and even potato-picking in rural Britain during the Sec-
ond World War . Similarly, granting leave to small farmer employees during 
the agricultural peak seasons can be recommended, especially with employees 
in tropical tourist industries which have a slack season dur ing the rains. 
Tax collection is usually timed for post-harvest periods, and collection at 
other times might lead to disproportionate hardship. With larger farmers sub-
ject to income taxes, there may also be a case for ensuring that their main crop 
falls within a single accounting period. 
Rural campaigns— for adult education, family planning, immunisation, and 
the like —are often best carried out in dry seasons, for reasons of ease of com-
munication, lack of competing demands from work, and general level of well-
being and receptivity. 
B. The role of public works 
Public works, especially in the off-season, are often cited as a counter-
seasonal measure to help the poorer people. However, with the possible excep-
tion of China and some other socialist countries, public works programmes 
have fallen far short of expectations in most places where they have been 
organised (Maxwell, 1978; IBRD, 1976; USAID, 1977). Far from acting as 
major catalysts of rural development, public works programmes have more 
often than not degenerated into inefficient and unproductive soup kitchens, 
costly to organise and supervise. Most important of all, public works pro-
grammes have shown themselves to be subject to the same political constraints 
as underlie much rural poverty, and which have stymied attempts to tackle the 
problem by other routes; they may even tend to worsen the distribution of 
asset ownership, with the rich benefiting disproportionately from the type of 
works undertaken (Grissa, 1973; Sobhan, 1968). T h e latter point has been 
made in this book with particular regard to Bangladesh (Chaudhury , Section 
3.4), even though public works provide a vast amount of seasonal employment 
there (Clay, Section 3.5). 
Why, then, bother with public works? There are three obvious reasons. 
One is that 'soup kitchens' in themselves have some value: public works 
employ people who would otherwise be unemployed. In one area of South In-
dia, workers derived 40 per cent of their income from public works (Donovan, 
1973), and for some workers in Morocco, the figure was two-thirds (An-
driamananjara, 1971). Nevertheless, in his study of public works in Bihar, 
Rodgers (1972, 1973) was able to conclude that 'in all cases where distribution 
of consumption was an objective, it was at least partly successful'. 
A second reason why it may be worth bothering with public works is that 
opportunities exist to make them more productive (Lewis, 1972; W F P , 
1976b). For example, one study indicates that the provision of spades and 
wheelbarrows on public works in India increased output by between 30 and 
100 per cent (Costa, 1973). Other observers have stressed the value of higher 
wages and piece work ( IBRD, 1976), or the value of agrarian reform as an in-
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centive (T iano , 1972). Grea t e r benefi ts could also be obta ined f rom the assets 
created if complemen ta ry inputs were provided and if ma in tenance were bet 
ter; 'greater p roduc t ion is not guaran teed by the ear thworks themselves' 
( W F P , 1976a). It is necessary to match irr igation facilities with better s«eds 
and more fertilizer, and also to set u p a reliable ma in tenance system which will 
keep the channels open . 
A third reason for not d iscarding public works p r o g r a m m e s is that, despite 
poor product ivi ty and political l imitat ions, they do m a n a g e to create a certain 
a m o u n t of long- term employmen t . H o w m u c h employment varies greatly 
f rom count ry to count ry , though , and f rom project to project . T h e permanent 
employmen t created tends to be less on works which are highly labour-using in 
construct ion than on those which are not , so that the long-term and short-term 
objectives are to a certain extent in conflict ( I B R D , 1976). Th i s contrast is one 
reason behind the general disapproval in the public works l i terature of road 
construct ion projects which meet the shor t - term objective of employing large 
n u m b e r s of people, but are seen to have little long- term impact ( U N , 1975-
I B R D , 1976). 
In consider ing the cont r ibut ion that public works might make to the easing 
of seasonal problems, it is impor tan t to look, not simply at the employment 
created, bu t at the assets p roduced . A par t —and somet imes a large part —of 
the seasonal p rob lems faced by a c o m m u n i t y m a y be of a kind that public 
works are well suited to tackle: f looded roads m a k i n g it difficult to bring food 
into a village; poor d ra inage and sani tat ion encourag ing the breeding of mos-
quitoes and flies in the rainy season; price f luctuat ions and food shortages due 
to lack of storage facilities. T h e r e is also obvious scope for closer complemen-
tarity between dif ferent works schemes, and for closer integration between 
schemes p lanned and carr ied out at the village level (often with a large volun-
tary cont r ibu t ion) and those organised at h igher levels in the administrative 
hierarchy. 
T o the extent that an awareness of the seasonal d imens ion suggests action at 
the c o m m u n i t y level, it may be possible to avoid some of the conflicts of in-
terest which bedevil publ ic works schemes. Th i s is a hypothesis which requires 
test ing, since it is likely that someone always benefi ts f rom disaster, but prima 
facie, public works a imed at l if t ing par t icular seasonal constraints which affect 
everybody seem well placed to at tract support f r om the communi ty as a whole 
and to benefi t everybody equally. T h e control of mosqui toes might seem a 
candida te for projects of this sort, and there mus t be other examples. The 
point is that the basic needs p lanner m a y find in seasonality a path to the 
avoidance of conflicts (Maxwel l , 1978). 
W h e r e conflicts or political p roblems relat ing to the assets being created 
canno t be avoided, it m a y be necessary to focus more simply on the employ-
ment crea ted . H e r e a crucial p rob lem arises: seasoned poverty is the result of 
lack of income at par t icular t imes of year , and public works provide incomes, 
but the two are not necessarily at the same t ime. Seasonal hunge r is not at its 
worst du r ing the slack season in agr icul ture , bu t at the t ime when the land is 
be ing ploughed and planted before a new harvest , when every available man 
and w o m a n is busy in the fields. T o the extent that the public works literature 
discusses seasonality at all, it assumes that poverty and unemployment are 
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( e rnp0rally co-existent. But if public works provide incomes at a time when 
jj,ey a r e ' e s s u r g e n t ' y needed, then the problem of savings and storage arises, 
which involves questions of institutions, the role of money-lenders, and con-
trol over markets. Public works in J anua ry do not guarantee that saving will 
lake place to meet consumption needs in July . Public works projects may 
therefore need to be treated as an integral part of a wider attack on the prob-
lems of seasonality. 
Finally, however, if public works are able to help lift seasonal constraints, 
then it may be that their value has been underrated in the literature. Most 
cost-benefit analyses fail to count as a benefit the consumption of the labourers 
during the construction period, the exception being Rodgers (1972). If, 
however, such aspects of poverty as malnutrition and child mortality are heav-
ily influenced by seasonality, and if public works projects are able to tide 
families over the hungry season, then the value of works is not to be measured 
simply in terms of short-term consumption, but in the longer term as im-
proved health, productivity, receptivity to education, and so on. T h e weight 
given to consumption by public works participants, to take only one aspect, 
could vary according to the month in which public works take place. 
Such refinements require more empirical data. It is by no means clear that 
the poor track record of public works can be remedied, nor that the seasonal 
problem is particularly amenable to solutions which include public works. But 
to be realistic does not preclude being optimistic: public works are a flexible 
tool and with the right political support can be extremely powerful. As the 
seasonal dimension becomes better understood, public works certainly deserve 
to be kept in mind. 
C. Agriculture, food and nutrition 
There are many ways in which farming systems can be adapted and developed 
to reduce adverse seasonality. One approach is to introduce techniques which 
make lower energy demands at peak periods, though a danger here is that 
employment and incomes for the landless may be reduced. Another is to 
develop sequences and mixes of land preparation and crops (min imum tillage, 
inter-cropping, serial cropping, fodder crops such as the tree legume Leu-
caena (NAS, 1977), etc.) which reduce risks and spread both labour demands 
and flows of food and income from harvests. In particular, short-duration food 
crops such as quick-maturing millets, even if not high-yielding, can help by 
giving farming families a food supply before the main harvest. Nor should 
cash crops be unthinkingly condemned as they sometimes are; they may, more 
often than not, give families reserves of cash and of purchased food which they 
could not have obtained with food crops on the same land. Livestock, too, can 
have important smoothing and buffering effects, providing milk, meat or cash 
at otherwise lean times. Smallstock (sheep, goats, pigs, ducks, hens, etc.) are 
often important buffers against hunger and permanent impoverishment. T h e 
main point is that the farming system should be seen in terms of family 
livelihoods and food security round the whole year, and modified where possi-
ble to improve these, with especial attention to the most difficult times. 
I Irrigation increases productivity, reduces risk and increases employment in 
ways that are very well known; it also contributes greatly to the productivity of 
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the seed-fertilizer combinations of the green revolution. Less well recognised is 
its value to families, whether small-farming or landless, in spacing food and 
income flows round the year. Irrigation may lift families above the thresholds 
of adequate livelihoods by filling in an annual trough of lack of food and in-
come. Where it generates employment all round the year it may also attract 
families for permanent quasi-urban settlement in rural areas (Chambers and 
Harriss, 1977). Where irrigation is not possible, techniques of water 
harvesting such as contour ridging and ploughing to reduce run-off losses, and 
dryland farming methods which conserve soil moisture (Arnon, 1972; NAS, 
1974), may have similar if less dramatic effects. But of all the counter-seasonal 
strategies which do not involve a redistribution of the means of production, ir-
rigation is probably the most powerful. 
In the improvement of nutrition, t iming appears to be crucial in policy 
design. Feeding programmes — the most direct form of intervention —may 
well reduce body weight loss if administered at any time of the year. There 
may, however, be some times of the year when they will be more effective than 
others. For example, fewer leakages of food to uses other than consumption 
may occur in the wet season. Optimal timing for a food-for-work programme 
may depend on balancing considerations such as the availability of labour (in 
slack seasons) against the need of poor families for calories (at times when they 
have other work). Such programmes may also shield families from the ratchet 
effects of unforeseen contingencies if they contribute to food supplies at the 
most vulnerable times of year. A balance of considerations also applies with 
strategies to reduce the energy expenditure of farm families. One way of im-
proving their nutritional security is to reduce the energy required when energy 
demand is high and food supply is low. Such a strategy may reduce human 
energy expenditure through mechanisation, chemical weed control, or even 
the introduction of varieties for which operations are less time-constrained. 
But care has to be taken in assessing who gains and who benefits. If all are 
small farmers, then all may gain. But if there are poorer people who need to 
sell their labour, innovations of this sort may deprive them of their livelihoods. 
As with other counter-seasonal strategies, account has to be taken of local con-
ditions and of the interest of different groups. 
D. Storage and savings 
To even out the seasonality of food supply, many storage techniques can be 
used: crops may be grown which store well in the soil, such as cassava 
(manioc); fruits, vegetables, fish and meat may be dried in the sun; fish and 
some vegetables can be salted; and most commonly crops are stored in silos, 
bins, and family grain stores. 
Studies of on-farm grain storage in Africa and Asia have shown that tradi-
tional technology can be very efficient. In Andhra Pradesh, a careful study 
found losses of only about 4 per cent in farm-level paddy stores (Boxall et al., 
1978) and village-level post-harvest losses in rice in Bangladesh have been 
found to be only 5-8 per cent (Greeley, 1980), far less than earlier estimates 
(under a variety of definitions) ranging from 10 per cent to 38 per cent (ibid). 
Improvements are nonetheless possible. Despite the low losses in storage in 
Andhra Pradesh, there are still high rates of return on improvements to tradi-
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tional stores. (Boxall et al., 1978). The deterioration of grain in storage is often 
not due to deficient technology but to poor maintenance and poor hygiene. 
Before newly harvested grain is placed in a store, it should be cleaned, and 
cracks in the walls filled in with mud plaster to prevent reinfestation through 
the eggs and larvae of insect pests. A problem here is that cleaning and 
maintenance are required when stores are empty which may be just when peo-
ple are busy in the fields. Absence on migration may also hinder construction 
of necessary new storage capacity (Section 7.5). In some communities it might 
be worth devising programmes which would encourage people to spend more 
time working on their own household storage facilities, perhaps compensating 
them in some way for wages lost by not participating in public works or 
migratory employment. 
Government purchases of grain can reduce seasonal hardship by maintaining 
prices at harvest, and then through releases of grain on the market at times of 
shortage, by keeping prices down. This requires the maintenance of adequate 
buffer stocks in official storage. T h e issues of government intervention, pro-
curement, pricing, storage, and subsidy are not simple (Harriss, 1977, 1978) 
and perverse outcomes can occur. It is enough to note here that if the desired 
effects can be achieved —maintaining floor prices at harvest, and restraining 
price rises in the lean season —the poorer people will benefit disproportion-
ately. At harvest, small farmers and sharecroppers who have to repay loans in 
cash will benefit because they will get more for their crop; and in the lean 
season, all those —landless labourers and small farmers alike —who are short 
of food will benefit through having to pay less for it. An even stronger counter-
seasonal strategy is to provide free or subsidised food to the poorer people all 
round the year, as practised in Sri Lanka with the rice ration and other food 
subsidies, and in Kerala through the fair price shops which, exceptionally for 
India, are found throughout the rural areas. The very high life expectancies 
and low fertility of Sri Lanka and Kerala are usually attributed to education, 
health services, and late marriage. It is at least possible that a major factor is 
the exceptional food security of poor families in those two regions. 
Village savings clubs or cooperatives may provide a form of storage without 
wastage. In one African country, village savings clubs have been particularly 
effective in enabling poor farmers to buy fertilizer and to obtain it in bulk at a 
reduced price (Oxfam, 1975). In West Bengal, a system called dharmagola helps 
landless labourers and poor farmers. They deposit what they can in grain or 
cash at good times, and are then allowed to withdraw twice that amount in 
lean times, repaying again at the next good time. In tackling seasonal depriva-
tion and dependence, perhaps especially in Asia and West Africa, consump-
tion credit for the lean season appears a high priority. 
E. The family, women and children 
T h e experience of poverty is both shared and distributed within families. All 
suffer, but some suffer more than others. Each case deserves to be examined in 
its own right, but privation is often especially experienced by women; and 
Chapter 6 suggests that a symptom of extreme poverty is the way children 
have to be neglected as parents struggle to secure future food supplies for the 
family. Much evidence can be adduced of the seasonal stress on women and 
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children in particular. In thinking about policies for food production and 
health services, family welfare is a central consideration, not so much in im-
mediate action as in ultimate goals. Programmes which concentrate action on 
child welfare and disregard all else are usually treating symptoms rather than 
causes, and may even do harm by distracting women from essential produc-
tion activities. Even more serious, however, are programmes for improved 
food production which do not consider the problems of women and children at 
all, and which damage the welfare of families by imposing excessive burdens 
on women. Palmer (Section 7.2) has made the point that agricultural planners 
habitually forget the effect on women of the 'green revolutions' they organise. 
One important goal is to lighten the disproportionate work burdens that fall on 
women, especially during times of peak labour demand. Palmer discusses 
various possibilities in Chapter 7, and others have suggested 'equity-oriented 
technologies' which reduce the work of women (or of the poor generally) and 
which are not likely to have the benefits captured by the better-off (Oxfam, 
1976). Examples are improved water supplies which relieve women of long 
journeys carrying water, and improved hoes which reduce the energy used in 
weeding (Section 2.6), and techniques to reduce the drudgery of food process-
ing, such as peeling cassava, pounding yams and grinding millet. 
If such innovations apply to unpaid tasks, they may not deprive women or 
others of income. The danger often is that innovations transfer traditional 
women's work to machines, men and urban factory workers. For example, the 
livelihoods of very poor rural women in Bangladesh who have relied for much 
of their income on laborious foot-pounding to husk rice, or who have been 
employed in manual threshing, are threatened by power hullers for husking 
and by new threshing machines. Some of these changes appear unavoidable. 
What is vital is to see what seasonal sources of income they remove from 
whom, and to seek to provide alternatives. This may be especially important 
where women earn money at times when their husbands are seasonally 
unemployed, and where women's earnings, as seems often the case, are spent 
more responsibly on family needs than those of men. 
Small families, and especially female-headed households where the male has 
deserted or is a migrant, are especially vulnerable. Seasonal conflict between 
agricultural activities and child care is most acute in these small families and 
there is less family labour to deal with contingencies. Agricultural research 
and extension are almost invariably directed towards families which are 
stronger and which command more resources. Measures to be recommended 
here include careful analysis of the activities and constraints of small and weak 
families, the development of innovations designed for them, and agricultural 
extension services specifically for women (Pacey, 1978). 
Child care facilities in seasons of stress may be arranged to ease the seasonal 
burden on families and risks to children. Two possible measures are the provi-
sion of day-care in villages during periods of peak labour demand in the fields, 
and the provision of food for the most vulnerable groups at times of food short-
age. These two measures may be linked since the season when day-care is 
most needed is usually also the time when food is most short and when 
children are most likely to have been recently weaned. The day-care facility 
may thus be a suitable location for seasonal child-feeding. 
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One final and much more problematic factor on which action may possibly 
be considered to ease the seasonal stress for women concerns the timing of 
pregnancy and birth. The conjunction often observed of late pregnancy and birth 
with periods of peak labour demand, food shortage, and high exposure to in-
fection appear bad, linked as it is to low birthweights, high neonatal mortality, 
and poor prognoses for babies (Chapter 6). But the notion of family planning 
aimed at an opt imum season of birth seems nowhere to have been adopted in 
modern societies. There are dangers of oversimplifying here; and Schofield 
has shown how complex are the pros and cons of different seasons of birth for 
the prospects for the first two years of life (Schofield, 1974). Experience of the 
acute seasonal stress in late pregnancy in Gambia has led Rowland et al. (Sec-
tion 6.2) to suggest that seasonal birth regulation aimed at avoiding births 
during the rains might be of some value. Elsewhere, without prejudging 
whether or when there might be an optimal time for birth, this question, 
raised with rural women, might provide a good point of entry for discussions 
about family planning. Rural women may have well-founded views about the 
best time to give birth, in which case a discussion of this could lead logically in-
to questions of how to time and control conceptions. 
F. Health services 
The importance of seasonality seems to have been largely lost sight of in the 
planning of modern health services. Attention has concentrated on location 
rather than timing. Seasonality is recognised mainly in terms of constraints: 
when rains come and roads become impassable, villages served by mobile 
clinics are cut off, and mass immunisation programmes in rural areas may 
have to be suspended (Tomkins, Section 6.4). T h e costs of sickness —in terms 
of losses of family food and income, of losses of body weight reserves, and of 
national agricultural production foregone —are both high and very seasonal. 
Sickness in an agricultural slack season entails suffering; but its social and 
economic costs may be far less than those of sickness in an agricultural season 
which directly prevents work to earn income or grow food. There are 
arguments, on both welfare and economic grounds, for special attention to 
health care dur ing the agricultural seasons, and to those diseases and com-
plaints which are most likely to incapacitate at that time (Chambers , 1979). 
There is here a strong but little recognised complementarity between health 
services and agriculture. 
Six measures can be proposed: 
(1) seasonal stocking of rural clinics. It is rare for rural clinics and health posts to 
be stocked with medicaments to meet seasonal needs. This is, however, a 
need where disease is seasonal and where clinics are cut off during rains 
and floods. 
(2) preventive and curative priority for diseases of the wet (and agricultural) seasons. 
This applies especially, depending on local conditions, to the diarrhoeas, 
malaria, skin infections, guinea-worm disease, and dengue fever. It also 
applies to whatever diseases and complaints most incapacitate and 
weaken at these periods of peak agricultural activity. Malaria is a 
notable case where much may sometimes be achieved for low cost and 
with enthusiastic public support. An example is seasonal anti-malarial 
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chemoprophylaxis combined with other preventive measures in Raigarh 
District, Madhya Pradesh, where in two years an incidence believed to 
have been about 95 per cent was brought down to almost nil, with poor 
people prepared to pay for their pills (Sister Lorraine Ryan , personal 
communication). The cost-effectiveness of chemoprophylactic anti-
malarial programmes can also be increased by shifting from year-round 
to seasonal implementation, as in some parts of Mozambique where ac-
tion is being concentrated on the seasons of highest incidence (Malcolm 
Segall, personal communication). 
(3) locating health services according to seasonal needs. A case can be made for con-
centrating health services in those areas where the incidence and cost of 
sickness in the wet and agricultural seasons are highest. 
(4) caution in introducing mobile clinics. Mobile clinics have been questioned on 
other grounds. The additional seasonal argument is that they may be 
unable to reach the more remote people who are often poorer and more 
vulnerable to adverse seasonality; and that during the rains, when health 
services are most needed in less accessible places, mobile clinics will be at 
their least mobile, often confined to tarmac roads, if not to garages. 
(5) seasonal staffing. This involves the timing of leave, or shifting staff from 
one area to another to ensure high coverage at the times of greatest need. 
This may, however, be a difficult refinement to implement. It has been 
tried in Matlab thana in Bangladesh, for which Chen et al. (1979, p. 186) 
report that 
. . . the annual epidemic of diarrhoeal diseases . . . places enor-
mous stress on the Mat lab health care delivery system for three 
months of the year. T o meet such stress, shift of facilities and staff 
may be required. Preventive work and nonseasonal curative ser-
vices such as family planning, may be deferred to slack seasons, so 
that resources can be focused to meet peak service demands. It 
should be pointed out, however, that this increase of staff effi-
ciency may be achieved only at the cost of increased program com-
plexity. Shifting of staff requires more training, supervision, and 
other program support services. 
(6) selecting community health workers who do not have farming obligations. There is 
a danger that primary health care workers in villages will themselves be 
farmers or have farming obligations, and will be distracted from health 
work at the times of greatest need. Seasoned analysis leans here against 
that conventional wisdom which holds that community health workers 
should be part-time farmers, typical members of the community, and 
unpaid. If a community faces a seasonal crisis simultaneously in cultiva-
tion and in health, a community health worker in a farming family will 
be torn between conflicting obligations, and those of cultivation for the 
family may prevail over those of health for the community. In planning 
primary health care, and in selecting community health workers, this is 
a factor to be borne in mind. 
G. Seasonal analysis and action 
As noted in the introduction, the perceptions of urban-based professionals 
are distorted by biases so that they either underestimate or fail to recognise 
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seasonal linkages and seasonal deprivation. This failure of perception presents 
an opportunity. It is precisely because seasonality has so often been missed as 
a link between health, agriculture, nutrition and poverty, that there is so much 
scope for counter-seasonal programmes and measures such as those outlined 
above. 
One major problem is identifying the types of counter-seasonal programme 
appropriate for each environment. This can be approached in two com-
plementary ways. 
The first, top-down, approach involves seasonal mapping. At an early stage 
in planning counter-seasonal strategies, this means mapping the spatial and 
seasonal distribution of adverse factors and their linkages. What can be done 
will depend on what data and knowledge are available. At the very least, maps 
indicating the agricultural peak seasons and the seasonal incidence of rural 
diseases could be matched and analysed to identify zones of adverse health-
agricultural linkages. This could be deepened with other data —on seasonal 
births, deaths, body weights, malnutrit ion, wage rates, indebtedness and food 
prices —as available. Any such approach should quite quickly point to certain 
zones deserving closer analysis at certain seasons. 
T h e second, bottom-up, approach, would rely heavily on local knowledge. 
Official statistics are often misleading, and need correction at the lowest level, 
implying decentralisation. One approach is a required procedure for local-
level staff to carry out seasonal analysis. Health and agricultural staff can be 
required jointly with each other and with rural people to identify seasonal 
linkages between health, nutrition, agriculture and poverty and in the areas 
where they work. Particular attention might be paid to the views and ex-
perience of those poorer rural people most adversely affected. The incentives 
to staff can be enhanced by workshops with their colleagues from other areas 
to which their findings are reported, and then by together working out and 
agreeing proposals for action. Such joint analysis and action can be suggested 
for the district and subdistrict level. This procedure should heighten 
awareness of seasonal problems leading to health programmes and other in-
terventions better geared to the seasonal needs of agriculture and of the poorer 
people. 
But implementation, as argued by Carruthers (Section 8.2), is the crux. 
Good ideas which are not implementable are bad ideas, at least for the time 
being. The best way forward may be to develop methods of seasonal analysis 
and a repertoire of interventions which are simple, manageable, replicable 
and effective, and which involve rural people as partners. Analysis is the easier 
part; the greater challenge is action. Ways forward may be sought through 
combinations of decentralised seasoned analysis, action programmes, evalua-
tion, and then training and replication. Such measures might restrain pro-
cesses of impoverishment, increase agricultural production, and benefit those 
who are poorer and weaker. This might be achieved, moreover, without 
significant loss, and often with gains, to those rural people who are less poor 
and more powerful. T h e local political obstacles which so often impede and 
subvert programmes intended to benefit the rural poor should therefore be less 
serious than usual, and may not appear at all. Seasonal analysis and action 
should, then, benefit those most in need, making things better for them at the 
times they find worst. 
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Conclusion 
This book has been mostly concerned with trying to unders tand in factual 
terms what seasonal influences bear most strongly on the welfare of poor rural 
people in tropical countries. M a n y of the papers have, however, followed 
through to practical implications, and this chapter has illustrated how seasonal 
analysis can stimulate interdisciplinary thought about the choice, design and 
above all t iming of rural development activities. For the practitioner Table 8.3 
provides a checklist of policy implications that have been discussed in the text. 
Seasonal analysis and measures to relieve seasonal problems do not require 
complex or large-scale research. What they do require is an interchange of 
knowledge and ideas between rural people, doctors, agriculturists, social 
scientists, planners, administrators, and politicians. Since each environment 
is in some respects unique , it requires that this analysis and exchange of ideas 
occur at the local level. Each type of environment will require its own mix of 
measures and its own priorities. In one place, tackling a disease which has a 
crippling effect in the wet season may be a higher priority than modifying 
farming systems; in another , changing farm technology of the fa rming calen-
dar to enable smaller poorer farmers to obtain an earlier food crop, or higher 
yields, may be more important . But in all environments , there are likely to be 
seasonal links between health, nutr i t ion, agriculture and poverty which, when 
examined, will suggest new programmes or new t iming and emphases in 
existing programmes. 
T h e benefits f rom this approach may be especially high where the poorer 
rural people are able to sustain an adequate livelihood for most of the year, but 
are highly vulnerable or unable to support themselves dur ing a lean period. If 
a government objective is the provision of basic needs and an adequate 
livelihood to all citizens, then a focus on the lean period may often have higher 
returns in terms of livelihoods created —helping many people over the 
threshold —than attempts to create fewer entirely new livelihoods a round the 
year. Complementa ry or alternative to this approach is raising food and in-
come floors at other times and improving savings and storage in order to 
enable the poorer rural people to tide over the lean periods. Off - fa rm employ-
ment , whether through migrat ion, public works, small-scale industries, or 
other means, is a major source of smoothing and may have to be a more prom-
inent component in future counter-seasonal strategies to secure adequate 
livelihoods. 
In recommending seasonal analysis and counter-seasonal programmes , 
three reservations must be made. 
First, rural poverty has international aspects. T h e temptat ion is to con-
clude, f rom a seasonal analysis, that the measures needed are only internal to 
third world countries. This is not so. Rura l poverty is linked with unequal ex-
change between rich and poor countries, to commodity prices, and to other 
concerns of the North-South dialogue. T h e seasonal mode of analysis should 
not divert attention f rom these international aspects but should rather, by ex-
posing more of the scale, na ture and dynamics of rural poverty, show up even 
more clearly the relevance of international action to redress the inequalities of 
trade and economic relations. 
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TABLE 8.3. Checklist on the policy implications of seasonality 
Policy area and implication 
Sections in this book 
where discussed 
Government technical services 
(1) long-range weather forecasting 
(2) moni tor ing d rough t / food si tuat ion 
(3) agricultural services for food crops 
(4) agricultural services for women 
Government social policies 
(5) social educat ion in the off-season 
Government food policy 
(6) maintenance of buf fe r food stocks 
(7) food price regula t ion/market intervention 
(8) decentralise food stores to vulnerable areas 
Government administrative changes 
(9) t iming of tax demands 
(10) t iming of end of financial year 
(11) t iming of school and other holidays 
Seasonal emp loymen t 
(12) careful and selective use of public works 
(13) small-scale industry in rural areas 
Women's employmen t 
(14) fuller recognition in agricultural planning 
(15) tools and techniques to relieve drudgery (water supply, hand tools) 
(16) agricultural services for women 
(17) day-care facilities for children 
Family welfare 
(18) seasonal food supplies for vulnerable groups 
(19) explore seasonal birth regulation 
Health services 
(20) plan for diseases with critical seasonal peaks (malaria? 
guinea-worm?) 
(21) regulation of staff leave, drug issues 
(22) concentra t ion on seasonally vulnerable people 
(23) t iming of health educat ion work 
Agriculture 
(24) use of irrigation to ex tend growing season 
(25) use of dryland farming me thods 
(26) technology to reduce labour peaks 
(27) inter-cropping as a safeguard against climatic variability 
(28) e f fec t of new crop varieties 
(29) crop breeding for drought resistance 
Savings and credit 
(30) village savings clubs 
Crop storage 
(31) construct ion of food stores 
(32) operat ion of family grain stores 
(3 3) crops that store in the soil (cassava) 
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Second, the question —who benefits? —must always be asked. We have 
argued that counter-seasonal measures may differentially benefit the poorer 
rural people. But the extent to which this is so depends on the nature of the 
programme and the local social and political structure. Seasonal supplies of 
drugs may be available only to those who are more influential. Public works 
may create facilities for the richer farmers. The effects of relief food vary: the 
famine of 1972 in the highlands of Papua New Guinea was relieved by moving 
food into the area; but in 1974 food was moved into Assam and West Bengal 
and the famine there was not relieved. Papua New Guinea had a relatively un-
differentiated social hierarchy, so that all had access to the food; whereas in 
Assam and West Bengal, the local hierarchy enabled those who were powerful 
to benefit while the poorer people did not, or benefited much less. Counter-
seasonal programmes can, as in this example, be subverted. But more gener-
ally they may benefit the poor precisely because the powerful have less need of 
them and less to gain from them. 
Finally, seasonal analysis should not divert attention from more basic 
issues. Those who are less poor are much less vulnerable to seasonal afflictions 
and stress. The most effective counter-seasonal measure is to remove extreme 
poverty, and this could often best be done by redistributing land and water. 
Where such reform is not yet feasible, other counter-seasonal measures may 
appear palliatives or diversions. But this need not be so. We have seen the 
close links between seasonality, poverty and dependence. If counter-seasonal 
programmes can enable the poorer rural people to gain more adequate flows 
of food and income and to become less vulnerable and less dependent, they 
may then be more able and ready to assert themselves. More food and better 
health may provide the physical and psychological preconditions for political 
organisation and pressure to achieve reforms. If, after such reforms, the 
poorer families have direct control of adequate means of production, and if 
they receive adequate returns for their labour, they will then be much less 
vulnerable to adverse seasonal effects. Seasonally-oriented programmes will 
still be needed; but the need will be less acute. 
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